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ELEMENTS OF GODEL'S TURN TO TRANSCENDENTAL 
PHENOMENOLOGYt 

RICHARD TIESZEN 

Mathematical logic sho1tld be used lry more nonpositivistic 
philosophers. The positiflists have a tendenry lo represen/ 
their philosopl?J as a conseqmnct of logic - lo give it scien
tijic dignity. Otber philosophers think /ha/ posifivz'sm is 

identical witb mathematical logic, which they consequent!J 
avoid. {IVIrl GOdel, as reported lry Hao Wang, Wang 

1996,p. 174) 

The logician who conducted and recorded the most extensive philosophical 
discussions with Kurt Gódel during Gódel's later years was Hao Wang. We know 
from the work of Wang and others that Gódel's favorite philosophers were 
Plato, Leibniz, Kant, and Husserl Let me quote sorne passages from Wang that 
are, I think; important for indicating, if only very generally, how ideas in the work 
of Plato, Leibniz, Kant, and Husserl, were related in Gódel's thinking: 

Before 1959 Godel had studied Plato, Leibniz, and Kant with care: lús sympü.

thies were with Plato ü.nd Leibniz. Yet he felt he needed to take Knnt's critique 
of Leibniz seriously and fmd a way to meet Kant's objections to rationalism. He 
was not satisfied with Kant's dualism or with his restriction of intuition to sense 

intuition, which ruled out the possíbility of intellectual or categorial intuition. It 
seems likely that, in the process of worklng on his Carnap paper in the 1950s, 

Godel had realized that his realism about the conceptual world called for a more 
solid foundation than he then possessed. At this juncture it was not surprising 

1 A shorter version of this paper was presented in the SenlfJifa de la Fenomenología held at the 
Universidad de Puerto Rico in Octobec 2008 and in the California Phenomenology Circle (CPC) 
in April 2008. 1 thank Professor Guilleono Rosado-Haddock for the invitation to lecture in 
Puerto Rico, and Professors Jeffrey Yoshimi and Joe Schear for the invitation to lectuce at the 
CPC meeting. Thanks also to tl1e members of both audiences for helpful comments. T11e paper 
is excepted from my book manusc riptAJitr Godel: Platonism and &asan in Mathemalics a11d Logic. 
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for h.im to tum to Huss rl' h 1 . w . . . e s P enomeno ogy, which promises a general frame-
ork for ¡ustifymg certain fundamental beliefs that Godel shared: realism b t 

the conceptu 1 rld h al a ou h . 
1 

. a wo ' t e an ogy of concepts and mathematicnl objects to 
P. ySica ob¡ects, the possibility and importance of categorial intuiti . 
dlate conceptual kn 1 d d th . on or unme. o~ e ge, a.n e one-sJded.ness of what Husserl call "the na-
tve or natural standpomt". (Wnng 1996, p. 164) 

I 1ll hil on .s p osophy Gódel tried to combine a.nd go beyond the main contributions 

~s three h~r~s: Plato, Leibniz and Husserl. Leibniz had defined the ideal by 
gt ng a prelimmary formulation of monadology. Husserl had su li d th 
~e~od for attaining this ideal. Plato had proposed in his ntdime t PP b~ . e 
1
sm tl · ' n ary o ¡ectlv-:00 ma lematlcs, an ap~roach that could serve as foundation for Husserl's 

me ~d, at the same tliDe, make plausible for Godel the crucial belief th t 
we are mdeed capable of · · th . . . a 1 1 h percetvmg e pom¡tlve concepts of metaphysics 
e ear y enoug to set up the axioms. (Wang 1996, p. 289) 

G~del uses Plato, Leibniz and Husserl in a positive way Kant a.nd f.I 1 . 
miXed way d . . . r • , ege m a 

, an posltlVIsm and Wtttgenstein negatively. (Wang 1996, p. 327) 

Husserl is the most recent philoso h r G"d 1' . . t G .. d J> . . p e on o e s list of favontes and it is 
o o e s mterest m Husserl that I will . ll . . , 

GodeYs interest in Husserl have surface~sfne: Y ru.r; m thts paper. Reports of 
Cario Rota has wri .. . any p aces over the years. Gian-

pher sine e Leibniz (~, ~~ta~~:~l S~~~~~ ~~~seprl ;7o7)beHthe~::rpeate1st hphilos~-te th '<r) · · ' · · u u. age s as wnt 
n . at ur~g ~~ later years he [Godel] continued to pursue foundatio -1 

questlons and his VlSton of hil h . na th hil h p osop y as an exact SCience. He became engaged in 
fir:t p ~sop hy othf Edmund Husser~ an outlook that maintained that there is a 

P osop Y at could be grasped b · · . . . . 
scendental structur . Y mtrospecove mtwaon mto the tran-

e of consctousness-the very ground of being" (P l 1988 
p. 293). As part f hi d · . age s , . gfu1 o . s escnptlon, Pagels mentions how Godel thought it 
m to ask questlons about the truth f . . mean
phical foundatio d h h . o axioms, and to constder their philoso-
. ~s, an e t en mentwns GodeYs view on mathematical in . 

~::e::org KrelSel has also noted Gódel's interest in Husserl in his article ~; 
218-219). ~aeo ~grap~cal l'vfemozrs oJ_ Fellows oJ.the Royal Sociery (Kreisel 1980, pp. 

e 
, . ang as remarked, m connectton with Godel's views in "Wh . 

antor s Contmuum Problem?" that " bl H at ts . . · ' presuma Y usserl's elaborate analysi f 
ou.r perceptlon of a phystcal object can be . d . s o 
conclusionn (Wang 1

987 
p 

303
) ,b ~.. . VI~we ~s supportmg G[odel)'s 

objects and about math;m~tical . atw~~t eHobJecove extstence of mathematical 
" m non. e cornments · th 1 
perhaps Husserl's considerations f m ano er p ace that 

G[odeij's belief in th b' . . o Wesensschau can be borrowed to support 
e o ¡ecttve eXIstence of mathematical objects" (Wang 1987, 
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p. 304). Also, Charles Parsons has conjectured that Husserl's conception of intui
tion is Godel's model in 'What is Cantor's Continuum Problem?" (Parsons 1983, 

p. 24). 
In this paper 1 present an overview of central themes in Godel's study of 

Husserl's phenomenology, culled from the books of Hao Wang (Wang 1974, 
1987, 1996), my discussions in the nineteen eighties with Hao Wang about 
Godel's philosophical interests, and sorne items from the Godel Nach!ass (see 
also Tieszen 1992, 1998, 2002, 2006). Many of the items frorn the Nachlass that I 
will cite are not widely known. It is not rny intention to be exhaustive in descob
ing Godel's study of Husserl, or bis views on Plato, Leibniz, and Kant. There are 

entries in the philosophical notebooks in Godel's Nachlass that will probably be 
of interest in this connection but they are still awaiting transcription frorn the 

Gabelsberger shorthand used by Godel. What I will do is to sketch how sorne of 
the central ideas in the work of Plato, Leibniz, Kant, and Husserl coalesce in 

Godel's philosophical remarks. 
Godel (1906-1978) is known to have s tudied philosophy seriously from the 

early 1940s until the end of his life. He was first exposed to the work of Plato 

and Kant fairly early in his studies, and we know that he continued to think about 
Kant's work off and on over many years. Wang tells us that Godel studied 
Leibniz intensively from 1943 to 1946. Godel's work on Leibniz thus antedated 
his study of Husserl. Godel started to study Husserl's philosophy in 1959 and he 
continued this study through the 1970s. As Wang notes, Godel's library includes 

all of Husserl's major writings, many rnarked with underlinings and marginal 
comments artd accompanied by inserted pages written rnostly in Gabelsberger 
shorthand. "The :N1odern Development of Mathematics in the Light of 
Philosophy" (Godel *1961/?) is the only text we have thus far in which Godel 

explicitly discusses Husserl's philosophy at any length. It is a very interesting text 
for the manner in which it connects certain ideas in Husserl's transcendental 

phenomenology to various central theses in Godel's philosophical views on logic 

and mathematics. 
The following themes in Husserl's work, which overlap to sorne extent with 

ideas in either Plato, Leibniz, or Kant, were clearly of interest to Godel: 

1. the idea that philosophy can be a rigorous, universal, a priori science (which is 

related especially to GodeYs interest in Leibniz), 
2. transcendental idealism, and the use of the phenomenological method (epoche), 
to develop a new kind of monadology, a monadology that would be aided by 

phenomenology, but would be combined with 
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3. a type of platonism that recognizes the objectivity of ideal or abstract objects 
and concepts of mathematics, logic, and philosophy, and 

4. that acknowledges and seeks to cultiva te categorial or eidetic intuition of such 
objects 

S. in order to clarify the meaning of primitive concepts of logic and mathematics 

6. to ideally be .used, in co~ection with Godel's technicai results, in deciding 
open problems m the foundat:lons of mathematics and logic, including higher set 

~eory, and a1so in providing a foundation for the sciences and for philosophy 
ttself. 

Godel opposes logical positivism, naturalism, conventionalism, nominalism 

an~ empiricis~ a~out logic, math~atics, and philosophy. He argues in detail 
agamst Carnap s VIew of mathemattcs as syntax of language, and against certain 
asp~cts of Hilbert's formalism about the foundations of mathematics. He argues 
a~st the mechanist conception of the human mind as a Turing machine. We 
wil1 see below how Godel connects this last point directly with his study of 

Husser~'s ph~nomen.ology. Godel also argues against subjectivism, psychologism, 
~nd Anstotelian reahsm about the concepts and objects of Iogic and mathemat
tcs. 

§ l. Godel on Leibniz, Kant and Husserl 

I would now like to present and discuss sorne of Godel's remarks on Leibniz 
Kant, and Husserl. ' 

Let us start with a few of Godel's cornments about Leibniz. In remarks re

lated}o .. his ,discussion~ ~th .God~l in the 1970s Wang (Wang 1996, p. 166) says 
that Godel ~ o~ mam aun m philosophy was to develop metaphysics -- specifi
c~ly, something like the monadology of Leibniz transformed into exact theory -
Wtth the help of phenomenology". Godel told Wang (Wang 1996, pp. SS, 288, 
309) that he considered Leibniz's monadology close to his own philosophy. We 
know that there are notes on Leibniz in Gabelsberger shorthand in the Godel 
Nachlass but what we do not know is exactly which parts of Leibniz's monadol

ogy Godel w?~d ?r would not have accepted. Was he prepared, for example, to 
accept Leibruz s VIew that there are many different kinds of monads? I t is worth 
noting that Godel read and evidently appreciated the essay Eitu mue lvfonadohgie 
(1917) by one of Husserl's students, Dietrich Mahnke (van Atten and Kennedy 

2003, ~· 4S~. lvla~e. obtained his doctoral degree with Husserl in 1922, writing 
a t~estS e~otled Letbr:z~ns !yttthese von Um't;ersa!tJJathematik tmd Im:/ividualmetapf?ysik. 
This thests was pubhshed m Husserl's ]ahrb11ch fiir Philosophie tmd phii11ommologische 
Forschung in 192S. 
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Although Godel was quite interested in sorne updated version of a monadol
ogy that used the methodology of transcendental phenomenology, he thought 
his own work in the foundations of mathematics (the incompleteness theorems 
in particular) showed that a mechanist view of reason or of the mind of the kínd 

found in Leibniz's work on logic would have to be abandoned. In his 1939 lec
rores on logic at Notre Dame, which are in the Nachlass but not published, he 
says about Leibniz,s Program that the rules of logic can be applied in a purely 

mechanical way and therefore it is possible 

to construct a machine thnt would do the following thing: The supposed mn
chine is to have a crank and whenever you tum the crank once around the ma
chine would write clown a tautology of tl1e calculus of preclicates and it would 
write clown every existing tautology .. if you tum the crank sufficiently often. So 
tl1e machine would really replace thinking completely as far as deriving formulas 
of the calculus of predicntes is concemed. It would be a thioking machine in the 
literal sense of the w,ord. For the calculus of propositions you can do even more. 
You could construct a ma.chine in the form of a. typewriter such that if you type 
clown a formula of the calculus of propositions then the machine would ring a 
bell [if the formula is a tautology] and if it is not it would not. You could do the 
srune thiog for the calculus of monad.ic prerucates. 

Godel then says that "it is impossible to construct a machine which would do the 
same thing for the whole calculus of predica tes». 

So here already one can prove that Leibniz's program of the 'calculemus' cannot 
be carried through, i.e., one knows that the human mind v.rill never be able to be 
replaced .by a machine already for this comparatively simple question to decide 
whether a formula is a tautology or not. (see citation in Sieg 2006, pp. 197-198) 

In another note in the Nachlass (see van Atten and Kennedy 2003, p. 433) he says 
that '~he universal characteristic claímed by Leibniz (1677) does not exist. Any 
systematic procedure for solving problems of all kinds would have to be non
mechanical". Godel amended the first sentence of this note to read: "The univer
sal characteristic claimed by Leibniz (1677) if interpreted as a formal system does 
not exist". For Godel, however, this did not mean abandoning a rationalistic op
timism about solving open problems in mathematics and logic. At the end of his 

1944 paper on Russell he says that 

It seems reasonable to suspect thnt it is this incomplete understa.nding of the 
foundations which is responsible for the fact that mathematicallogic has up to 
now remained so far behind the high expectations of Peano and others who (in 
accordance with Leibniz's claims) had hoped that it would facilitate theoretical 
mathematics to the same extent as the decimal system of numbers has facilitated 
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numerical computations. For how can one expect to solve problems systemati

cally by mere analysis of the concepts occurring if our analysis so far does not 
even suffice to set up the axioms? But there is no need to give up hope. Leibniz 
did not in his writings about the CharacteriJtica univmalis speak of a utopian pro

ject; if we are to believe his words he had developed this calculus of reasoning to 
u large extent, but was waiting for its publication till the seed could fall on fertile 
ground. He went even so far as to estímate the time which would be necessary 

for his calculus to be developed by a few select scientists to such an extent "that 
humanity would have a new kind of an instrument increasing the powers of rea
son more than any optical instrument has ever aided the power of vision". 

(Godell944, pp. 140 -141) 

In fact, Gódel retained a rationalistic opturusm about mathematical problem
solving on the basis of analyses of concepts but later he shifted the philosophical 
foundation for his optimism from Leibniz and Hilbert to Husserl. The optimism 
in the later writings is not based on a mechanist conception of reason but rather 
on a conception of reason that allows for the possibility of fmding systematic and 
finite but non-mechanical methods for the decision of mathematical questions on 

the basis of clarification of the intuition of the abstract meanings of the terms 
involved in the problems. The appeals here to the grasp or intuition of meaning, 
and to the fact that this meaning is 'abstract, ( connecting meaning with a kind of 
platonism), are based on Gódel's view of the philosophical consequences of his 
incompleteness theorems, and they all mirror elements in Husserl's philosophy 
that were o f interest to Gódel. 

In addition to what was said about Kant above, I would also hke to note here 
the following points concerning Kant. We know that Gódel was interested in 
aspects of Kant's transcendental idealism. Gódel connected his own idealistic 
views on time and relativity theory directly to Kant (Gódel 1949 and 1949a), and 
in his later unpubhshed 1961 paper on the foundations of mathematics (Gódel 
*1961/?, p. 387) he speaks about how we can come to a better understanding of 
sorne of I<ant's important insights on the basis of HusserYs phenomenology. 
From 1954 to 1959 he corresponded with Gotthard Günther at sorne length 
about transcendental philosophy. In a letter written to Günther of 30 June 1954, 

Gódel says 

The reflection on the subject treated in idealistic philosophy ... the distinction of 
levels of reflection, etc., seem to me very interesting and important. I consider it 

entirely possible, that this is "the" way to the correct metaphysics. However, I 
cannot go along with the denial of the objective meaning of thought that is con
nected with it, [although] it is really entirely independent of it. I do not believe 

that any Kantian or positivistic argument or the antinomies of set theory or 

( 
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quantum mechanics has proved that the concept of objective being (no matter 

whether for things or abstract entities) is senseless or contradictot:y. When I say 
that one can (or should) develop a theory of classes as objectively existing enti
ties I do indeed mean by that existence in the sense of ontological metaphysics, , . 
by which, however, I do not want to say that abstract entities are present in na-

ture. They seem rather to forro a second plane of reality, which confronts us just 
as objectively and independently of our thinking as nature. (Godel 1954-1959, 

pp. 502, 504). 
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The complaint about Kant in this passage, reflecting Godel's platonism or objec

tivism about mathematics, is a recurring theme in Gódel's philosophical notes. 

Consider what Kant says about platonism in the Critique of Pure &ason. Kant 
says (CPR A3/B7 - A6/B10) that once we are out:side the circle of sense experi
ence we can be sure of not being contradicted by sense experience. The charm of 
extending our knowledge is so great that that nothing short of encountering a 
direct contradiction can suffice to arrest us in our course. Contradiction can per

haps be avoided if we are careful with the fabrications that occur when we le~ve 
behind sense experience, although we are nonetheless still deahng with fabnca
tions. Mathematics, Kant says, gives us a shining example of how far, independ
ently of sense experience, we can progress in a priori knowledge. Misled by such 
a proof of the power of reason, however, the demand for the extension of 

knowledge recognizes no hmits. 

The light dove, cleaving the air in her free flight, and feeling its resistance, might 
imagine that its flight would be easier still in empty space. It was thus that Plato 

left the wotid of the senses, as setting too narrow limits to the understandi:ng, 
and ventured out beyond it on the wings of the ideas, in the empty space of the 

pure understanding. 

Kant says that Plato did not observe that with all his efforts he made no advance. 
It is a common fate of human reason to complete its speculative structures as 

speedily as possible and only afterwards enquire whether the foundations ar~ re~
able. Platonic realism, in a word, is unfounded. It is just this kind of clru.m m 

Kant's philosophy that Gódel wants to overcome. 

Now note, by way of contrast, what Gódel says about Husserl's transcenden

tal idealism in a draft letter of 1972 to Gian-Carlo Rota (van Atten and Kennedy, 

p. 446): 

I believe that his [Husserl's] transcendental phenomenology, carried through, 
would be nothing less than Kant's critique of pure reason transfonned into an 

exact science, except for the fact that [in footnote: Kant's subjectivism and nega-
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. tivism for the most part would be eliminated] the result (of the 'critique') would 

be far more favorable for human reason. 

The Kantian critique of reason was clearly too restrictive by Godel's sights. 
Husserl agrees that it is too restrictive, as we will see below in a number of quota
tions in which Husserl portrays the phenomenological method as a way to de
velop and defend a new kind of rationalism that avoids the excesses of older 

forms of rationalism but also avoids any kind of mysticism. 

Let us now turn to sorne of Godel's comments about Husserl. Among 
Wang's own comments on his discussions with Godel about Husserl are the fol
lowing: 

Por Godel, the appeal of Husserlian phenomenology was, I think, that it devel
oped the transcendental method in a way that accommodated his own beliefs in 
intellectual intuition and the reality of concepts. (Wang 1996, p. 165) 

In the 1960s he recommended to sorne logicians that they should study t11e sixth 
investigation in the Logical Investigations for its treatment of categorial intuition. In 
his discussions with me in the 1970s he repeatedly urged me to study Husserl's 

later work. (Wang 1996, p. 164) 

Godel told me that the most important of Husserl's published works are Id tlS 
1 

and Carlesian A1editations: "The latter is closest to real phenomenology -- investi-
gating how we arrive at the idea of the self'. According to Gódel, Husserl just 
provides a program to be carried out; bis LiJgüal Investigations is n. better example 

of the execution of this program than is his later work, but it has no correct 
technique beca use it s till adopts the "natural" attitude". (W ang 1996, p. 164) 

I once asked Godel about Husserl's Formal and Transcendental Logic, beca.use I 

thought it might be more accessible to me than sorne of the other books. Godel 
said that "it is only programmatic: it is suggested that formal logic is objective 
and transcendental logic is subjective, but the transcendental part -- which is 
meant to give justifications -- is rudimentary". (Wang 1996, p. 164). 

Wang also recorded in his notes certain direct comments of Godel on 
Husserl. I reproduce a few of these here, in order to refer to them in the analvsis 

' 
that follows: 

Husserl's is a very important method as an entrance into philosophy, so as to fi
nally arrive at sorne metaphysics. Transcendental phenomenology with epoché as 
its methodology is the investigation (without knowledge of scientific facts) of the 

cognitive process, so as to fmd out what really appears to be-- to fmd the objec
tive concepts. (Wang 1996, p. 166) 
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Husserl used K.ant's terminology to reach, for now, the foundations and, after

wards used Leibniz to get the world picture. Husserl reached the end, arrived at 
the science of metaphysics. [Wang notes that this last sentence is different from 

what Godel said on other occa.sions.] (Wang 1996, p. 166) 

Sorne reductionism is right: reduce to concepts and truths, but not to sense per
ceptions. Really it should be the od1er way around: Platonic ideas [Wang in
eludes: what Husserl calls "essences" and Godel calls "concepts"] are what 

d
1
ings are to be reduced to. Phenomenology makes them [the ideas] clear. (Wang 

1996, p.167) 

Leibniz believed in the ideal of seeing the primitive concepts clearly and dis

tincdy. When Husserl affirmed our ability to 'intuit essences' he had in mind 

something like what Leibniz believed. (Wang 1996, p. 168) 
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Among other things, these comments of Godel and Wang indicate t~at it is 

Husserl's transcendental phenomenology, with its epoché (= phenomenologtcal re
duction), that is of most interest to Godel. Godel mentions the epoché explicitly in 
one of the comments cited above. Here is another comment that Godel makes 

about the epoché: 

Introspection is an important component of thinking; today it has abad reputa
tion. Introspective psychology is completely overlooked today. Epoché concerns 
how introspection should be used, for example, to detach oneself from influ

ences of extemal stimuli (such as fashions of the day). (Wang 1996, P· 169) 

I asked Wang about Godel's references to introspection, since there have 

been various objections to introspection as a source of knowledge. lt is my im
pression that when Godel spoke of introspection in connection with the epoché 
what he had in mind was just the kind of turning of regard that Husserl in various 
writings takes to be characteristic of transcendental, eidetic phenomenology. 
Wíthout going into details about the epoché I will only note for now that with the 
epoché we are supposed to suspend or ''bracket" the ''natural attitude", that is, the 

ordinary assumption of the existence of the world around us (see, e.g., Husserl 
1913, 1923-24). The suspension applies also to the sciences, including psychology, 

that assume the existence of the objects they study. The point of such a suspen
sion is to shift attention away from the objects and facts in any domain to con
sciousness of the objects and facts. This shift from focusing on objects to the con
sciousness of objects seems, at least loosely, like introspection, but it is necessary 
to be very careful about this. It is important to distinguish what Husserl has in 
mind from empírica} introspectionist psychology. There is a tradition of thinking 

"al . "t , of introspection as "inner sense , an ogous m sorne ways to ou er sense . 
Outer sense, i.e., the deliverances of the five senses that put us in touch with 
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things external to us, gives us particulars. Similarly, inner sense is supposed to 
give us particulars about our own mentallives. It reports about prívate or subjec
tive individual acts, act-contents, feelings, images, and so on. It yields the kind of 

information that allows us to distinguish one human subject from another. This 
is quite diffcrent from engaging in the fVesmsanafyse of consciousness. Phenome

nology, as an eidetic science, is supposed to be a priori in nature (see, e.g., 
Husserl 1908). It would issue in an a priori, material or regional ontology. It is 
supposed to be concerned with universal features of consciousness. These fea
tures should be deliverances of reason. This would all be quite distinct from in

trospection, at least on standard conceptions of introspection. Essence analysis is 
not about what is individual, priva te or subjective. I t do es not, by its own nature, 

seek what is particular, at what makes one human subject different from another. 
Essence analysis involves a kind of abstraction. The actual contents of particular 

beliefs, the feelings and images with which they are associated in different sub
jects, and so on -- all of that would be data for introspection, and introspection 
would preswnably be corrigible, justas what is given in outer sense is corrigible. 

In the Logical Investigatio11s and other writings Husserl says that there wi11 nb 

d?ub~ be dif~cul~~s in phenomenologic~ analysis due to the seemingly unnarujal 
directton of mtwt:J.on and thought reqwred by phenomenology (see the "Intro
duction" to the six Logical Investigations). Instead of becomit1g lost in the per

form~ce of acts built intrinsically on one another and instead of naively positing 
the ex1stence of objects, we must practice phenomenological reflection. We must, 

tha~ is, ~ake these acts themselves and their meaning-content our objects. This is 
a direction of thought that runs counter to deeply ingrained habits as Godel 

. ' 
note.s tn the ne~ passage quoted below. Among other things, the epoché involves 
a shift to analysts of the ?JJea11ings by virtue of which we are directed toward ob

jects in the ~orl.d This is supposed to allow us to focus on our experience itself, 
~~ the constltutton of the meaning of being, without the prejudices or presuppo
Sitlons that may be built into the natural attitude or the existing sciences. As 
Godel says, it should allow us to detach ourselves from external influences in-
cluding fashions of the day. ' 

~~e .of th~ ce~tral features of consciousness that we fmd after engaging the 
epoche 1s mtenttonality. Godel refers to this in connection with psychology, per

haps because he is thinking of Husserl's introductions to transcendental phe
nome~ology by way of phenomenological psychology, but the point remains the 
same m transcendental phenomenology: 

One fundamental discovery of introspection marks the true beginning of psy

chology. TI:Us discovery is U1at the basic form of consciousness distinguishes be-

• 
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tween an intencional object and our being pointed (directed) toward it in some 

way (willing, feeling, cognizing). There are various kinds of intentional object. 

There is nothing ana.logous in physics. This discovery marks the first division of 
phenomena between the psychologica.l and the physica.l. Introspection calls for 

leaming how to direct attention in an unnatural way. (Wang 1996, p. 169) 

§ 2. Husserl on Plato, Leibniz, and Kant 
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It is very interesting to see how several themes concerning the work ofPlato, 
Leibniz, and Kant mentioned above come together in Husserl's own writings, 
especially in works such as the ''London Lectures" (Husserl 1922), Erste 
Philosophie (Husserl 1923-24), the drafts of the Enryclopedia Britannica article 
(Husserl1927-28), Cartesian 1.Vfeditatio11S (Husserl1931), and others. 

Husserl was beginning to connect his phenomenology with ideas in Leibniz's 
philosophy already around 1917, and this continued in his writings throughout 
the nineteen twenties and early thirties. In the Cartesian lv1editations, for example, 

Husserl says that 

The [transcendental] ego, takeo in ful1 concreteness [vs. as mere identical pole, as 

substrate of habitualities], we propose to call by the Leibnizian name: monad. 
Since the monadically concrete ego includes also the whole of actual a.nd poten
tia! conscious life, it is clear that the problem of explicating thls monadic ego 
phenomenological!J (the problem of his constitution for himself) must include al/ 
constiftttional probkms 1z-ithout exception. Consequently the phenomenology of se!f 
constiiJttion coincides with phenomenology as a whole. (Husserl 1931, p. 67) 

The remark llere about explicating the monadic ego phenomenologically should 

be compared with Godel's remark to Günther, cited above, that the reflection on 
the subject treated in idealistic philosophy might be the way to the correct meta

physics, except that the denial of the objective meaning of thought connected 
with idealism must be resisted It should also be noted that Husserl speaks only 

about the transcendental ego in its full concreteness as a monad. We know that 
Leibniz has a range of different kinds of monads but Husserl's focus is much nar

rower. It is on the kinds of 'monads' that we are. 

Elsewhere in Husserl's Cartesian Meditatirms we find this: 

Phenomenological transcendental idealism has presented itself as a monadology, 
which, despite all our deliberate suggestions of Lcíbniz,s metaphysics, draws its 

content purely from phenomenological explication of the transcendental experi

ence laid open by transcendental reduction, accordingly from the most originary 
evidence, wherein all conceivable evidences must be grounded ... Actually, there-
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fore, phenomenological explication is nothing like "metaphysicru construction" ... 
(Husserll931, p. 150) 

In claiming in this passage that phenomenological explication is nothing like 
ccmetaphysica~ construction» Husserl is saying, among other things~ that phe

~omenology 1s not engaged in the naive metaphysics of earlier philosophical pro
Jects. In language that Gódel uses in bis 1961 text (Godel *1961/?)~ phenome

nology seeks to avoid "the death-defying leap into a new metaphysics" that 
would only amount to another dubious metaphysica1 scheme. We wi11 see below 

how Husserl wishes to distinguish naive metaphysics from phenomenological 
ontology. 

In a l~ng interesting passage from a draft of the Enryclopedia Bntan11ica entry 
that contams Ianguage quite similar to sorne of Godel's remarks on Husserl we 
are told that 

Remarkable consequences arise when one weighs the significance of transcen

dental phenomenology. In its systematic development, it brings to realization the 

Leibnizian idea of a universal onto1ogy as the systematic unity of all conceivable 
a priori sciences, but on a new foundation which overcomes "dogmatism" 

through the use of the transcendental phenomenological method. Phenomeno1-

ogy as the. science of al1 conceivable transcendental phenomprí'á" and especially 

the synthetJc total structures in which alone they are conc~(ely possible -- those 

of the transcendental single subjects [monads] bound to communities of subjects 

~monad~J is to ipso the a priori science of all conceivable beings [Seienden]. But [it 
~s the sa_ence), then, not merely of the totality of objectively existing beings ta.ken 
m an attJtude of natural positivity, but rather of the being as such in full concre

tion~ which produces its sense ofbeing and its validity through the correlative in

~entJonal constitutio~. It also deals with the being of transcendental subjectivity 
ttself, whose nature ts to be demonstrably constituted transcendentally in and for 

itself. Accordingly, a phenomenology properly carried through is the truly uni

~e~sal ontology, as over against the only illusorily all-embracing ontology in posi

tlVlty -- and precisely for this reason it overcomes the dogmatic one-sídedness 

a~d ~e~ce the unintelligibility of the latter, while at the same time it comprises 

wtthm ttsel~ ~e ~ul~ legitimare content [of an ontology of positivity] as 
grounded oogmally mmtentional constitution. (Husserl1928-28, p. 175) 

From the notes for the "London Lectures" we have 

Transcendental phenomenological subjectivity or monadologism as [is a] neces

sary consequence of the transcendental phenomenological attitude. The knowl

edge that any objectivi~ is only what it is through intentional meaning or signifi

cance ~hows that there ts only one possibility for an absolute and concrete being: 

the bemg of a concretely ful1 transcendental subjectivity. It is the only genuine 
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"Substance". The ~o is what is it from its own fundamental meaning. The ego is 

in so far as it collStitutes itself for itself as being. All other being is merely rela

tive to the ego and is encompassed witbio the regulated intentionality of subjec

tivity. (Husserl1922, p. 72) 
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Apart from the references to Leibniz~ universal science (ontology), and transcen

dental phenomenological method in these passages, it is important to note the 
Ianguage about how the monad produces the meaning (sense) of being and of 
validity through «intentional constitution". The idea that monads constitute the 

meaning ofbeing of the objects toward which they are (intentionally) directed by 
their mental acts plays a very important role in m y view of how GodeYs ideas can 

be developed. 

Finally, in a formulation that brings together ideas in Leibniz~ Plato~ and tran-
scendental philosophy, Husserl says 

Thus, as Phenomenology is developed, the Leibnizian foreshadowing of a Uni

versal Ontology, the unification of all conceivable a priori sciences, is improved, 

and realized upon the new and non-dogmatic basis of phenomenological 

method. For Phenomenology as the science of all concrete Phenomena proper lo 

Subjectivity and Intersubjectivity, is eo ipso an a priori science of all possible exis

tence and existences. Phenomenology is universal in its scope, because there is 

no a priori which does not depend upon its intentional constitution, and derive 

from this its power of engendering habits in the consciousness that knows it, so 

that the establishment of any a priori must reveal the subjective process by 

which it is established. 

... Once the a priori disciplines, such as the mathematical sciences, are incorpo

rated within Phenomenology, they cannot thereafter be beset by "paradoxes" or 

disputes conceming principies: and those sciences which have become a priori 

independently of Phenomenology, can only hope to set their methods and prem

ises beyond criticism by founding themselves upon it. For their very dum to be 

positive, dogmatic sciences, bears witness to their dependency, as branches 

merely, of that universal, eidetic ontology which is Phenomenology. 

... The endless task, tlus exposition of the Univers11m of the a priori, by referring 

all objectives to their transcendental "origin", may be considered as one function 

in the construction of a universal science of Fact, where every department, in

cluding the positive, will be settled on its a priori. 

... Thus the antique conception of Philosophy as the Universal Science, Phi

losophy in the Platonic, Philosophy in the Cartesian, sense, that shall embrace all 

knowledge, is once more justly restored. (Husserl 1927-28, pp. 191-194) 

Hence, 
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The ideal of the future is essentially that of phenomenologically based 
("philosophical") sciences, in un.itary relation to an absolute theory of monads. 

After these corrunents on Plato, Leibniz and phenomenology I would also 
W{e to take note of sorne of Husserl's critical comments about Kant that would 
have resonated with Godel. We saw above that Godel recommended the Sixth 
Investigation of Husserl's Logical Investigations to sorne logicians in the seventies. 
Let us consider sorne of Husserl's remarks about Kant in this Investigation. We 
should note, flrst of all, that the idea that human consciousness exhibits inten
tionality is, at best, only implicit in Kanes philosophy, wh:ile it is front and center 

in Husserl's work This means that the ideas about intentionality, meaning and 
constitution that are so central to Husserl's philosophy are not present in Kant's 
thinking at all Husserl does, however, argue for a general Kantian kind of distinc
tion between thinking and intuiting, or signification and intuítion. Departing sub
stantially from Kant again, he argues that if we take the intentionality of human 
consciousness seriously then we must recognize both sensory and categorial in
tuition. There can be mere thinking or signification concerning sensory objects 
and there can also be intuition of sensory objects. Analogously, there can be 
mere thinking or signification conceming categorial objects and there can also be 
intuition of categorial objects. Viewed in terms of genetic epistemO'fu'gical analy-

; 
sis, the thinking and intuition in the case of categorial objects, which are objects 
such as natural numbers, sets, proposítions, and the like, is not the most basic 
kind of fo"ndútg thinking or intuítion but is a jo1111ded kind of thinking and intuition. 
I t is a thin.king about and, where possible, an intuiting of ideal objects. Husserl 
sometimes calls the intuition of ideal objects, especially in connection with intui
tion of essences, 'ideation'. In the Logical ImJestigations he distinguishes 'real' from 
'ideal' objects. ~eal' objects are objects that are either temporal in nature (such as 
'inner' mental processes), or temporal and spatial (such as 'outer' physical ob
jects), while ideal objects such as numbers, sets, and propositions are neíther 

temporal nor spatial. Regarding intuition, Husserl holds that there can be ade
quate and inadequate intuitions and, in fact, that there are degrees of 
(in)adequacy. W e also need to recognize a difference between individual and uní
versal intuition. Husserl says that individual intuition is usually conceived in a nar
row way that is baseless, as sensory intuition exclusively. On his altemative view 
the dis tinction between individual and universal intuition also has an application 
with respect to ideal objects. 

Husserl says that Kant fails to draw any of these distinctions clearly in rus 
theory of knowledge. 
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· · I) fu · 1 a o-reat role but he fails to In Kant's thought catego11al Oogtca nctlons P ay b- ' • . . 

· f th f ption and mtu1t1on 
hi fundn,....ental extenSlOO O e concepts 0 perce ac eve our ,....... . d diff, 

th 
· _, -1- and this because he fails to apprecuüe the eep er-

over e categonw reau.u, . d th · 
ence between intuition and signification, their possible sep~ratlon, an eu 

· tu A -d so he does not complete bis analysis of the difference between comrmx re. ~'"1..11 • • th 
the inadequate and the adequate adaptation of meaning to .intuttlon. H~ ere-
e also fails to distinguish between concepts, as the uru:versal roearungs of 
LOte . . · d between 

ds and concepts as species of atttbentzc umversal presentatlon, an 
wor , 1 f · 1 
both and concepts as universal objects, as the intentional corre ates o umve~sa 
pres;ntations. Kant cL:ops from the outset into the channel of .a metaphystc~l 
epistemology in that he attempts a critical 'saving' of mathemaocs, natural sCl

ence and metaphysics, before he has subjected knowledg~ as such, the whole 
sphere of acts in which pre-logicnl objectivation and logtcal thought are per
formed, to a clarifying critique and analysis of essence, and before h~ has traced 
back the primitive logical concepts and laws to thdr phenomenologtcal. sources. 

· th t I.,. --t (to whom we nonetheless feel ourselves qutte dos e) 
It was ommous a ;').;lll . • th 
should have thought he had done justice to the domain of pure ~o~c m e nar-

b · .t.. -t it fell under the principie of contradictlon. Not only 
rowest sense, Y saymg wa . · · · th 
did he never see how little the laws of logic are all analyttc pr~post~ons ll1 . e 
sense laid down by bis own definition, but he failed to see how little his draggmg 
in of an evident principie for analytic propositions really helped to cleru: up the 

achievements of analytic thinking. 

All of the main obscurities of the Kantian critique of reas~n depend ultimately 

on the fact that Kant never made clear to himself the peculiar character o~ pur~ 
Ideation, the adequate survey of conceptual essences, and the laws of um~ersa 
validity ~oted in those essences. He accordingly lacked the phen~menologic~y 

f th n·00
· For this reason he could never nse to adoptlng 

correct concept o e a p . . . . 
the onlv possible aim of a strictly scientific critique of reason: .the m~esogatto~ 

f th 
· no·_, laws which govem acts as intentional expenences, m a1l thetr 

0 e pure, esse :u · . . , b 
modes of sense-giving objectivation, and their fulfilling constltutlon of true e-

ing'. (Hussed 1900-01, pp. 833 - 834) 

Husserl elaborates on hís critique of Kant's view of logic in § 100 of Formal 
and Transcendental Logjc. Here he points out how ~t failed t~ ask ~a~scende~t~ 

· b t loo1c 1·tself Cogru.tion is of course mvolved U1 logtc, JUSt as tt ts 
quesuons a ou o- · . · Id d 
involved in natural science and in our everyday mvolve~~~t wtth ~e :ror 'an 
yet Kant does not ask about the conditions for the posstbility o~ thtS kind of cog
nition. Husserl thinks that pure logic is concerned with ideal obJects and states of 

affairs. As he says in § 100, 

Pure Iogic has as its thematic sphere ideal formations. But they. w~u~~ have had 
to be clearly seen, and defmitely apprehended, as such ideal oblectlVltles, before 
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transcendental questions about them and about pure logic could have been 

asked. The eighteenth century and the age that followed were so strongly actu
ated by empit-icism (or better, by anti-platonism) that nothing was remoter from 

them than recognition of ideal formations as being objectivities -- in the manner 

of the good and never-relinquishable sense whose legitimacy we have established 
in detail. · 

Nothing else hindered a clear insight into the sense, into the proper questions 

and methods of genuine transcendental philosophy so much as did this anti

platonism, which was so influential that it actuated all parties, and even the 
thinking of a Kant, struggling to free himself from empiricism. 

For the succeed.ing age this meant, however, that those investigations in the psy

~hology of cognition, or rather those transcendental phenomenological investiga

t:lons, that are the thing actually needed for a full and, therefore, two-sided logic 
were never seriously undertaken. But that was because no one ventured, or had 

the courage to venture, to take the ídeality of the formations with which logic is 

concemed as the characteristic of a sepa.rate, self-contained, "world" of ideal 

Objects and, in so doing, to come fa.ce to face with the pa.inful questíon of hÓw 

subjecti~ty can in i_tself bring forth, ~urely from sources apperta.ining to itsfwn 
spontane1ty, format10ns that can be nghtly accounted as ideal Objects in an\ideal 
"world". 

F~r _only then w~s one faced with the unintelligibility of how ideal objectivities that 
oogmate purely Ul our own subjectivities of judgment and cognition, tha.t are 

there originaliter in our field of consciousness purely as formations produced by 
our_ own spontaneity, acq1tire the being-sense of "Objects", existing in themselves over 

agrunst tl1e adventitiousness of the acts and the subjects. How does this sense 

"come about" , how does it originate in us ourselves? And where else could we 
get it, if not from our ovm sense-constituting performance? 

N?te the formulation of the problem of the relation of the subjectivity of con

sctousness to the objectivity and ideality of Iogic in these last two quotations. 
Husserl asks how human subjectivity can bring forth formations from sources of 

its own spontaneity that can be considered as ideal objects in an .ideal world. He 

~sks how t~e ?bj~cts of cogn.ition in logic can acqu.ire their sense or meaning as 
tdeal and ex1stmg m themselves, over against the subjective acts in which they are 

known. How does this sense or mean.ing originate in us? There is a substancial 
amount of work on this question in Husserl's writings. 

Husserl thus says that 

~1\.ccordingl~ the tr~nsc~n~e~tal problem that Objective logic ... must raise concerning 
tts fi~ld of tdeal-~b¡ecttvtt:les takes a position paral/el to the transcendental problems of 
the sczences of realitzes, the problems that must be raised conceming the regions of 
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realities to which those sciences pertain, and, in particular, the transcendental 

problems conceming Nature, which were treated by Hume and Kant. It seems 

then, that the ímmediate consequence of bringing out the world of ideas and, in 

particular (thanks to the effectuation of impulses received from Leibniz, 

Bolzano, and Lotze), the world of ideas with which pure logic is concemed, 

should have been an immediate extension of transcendental problems to this 

sphere. (Husserll929, § 100) 

§ 3. A N ew Combination of Philosophical Views 
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With the material described abo ve in mind, the general picture of Godel' s 

turn to Husserl's transcendental phenomenology that we obtain is roughly as fol

lows: 

The transcendental ego in its full concreteness is a "monad" ("substance"). It 

constitutes the mean.ing of being of the world through its intentionality. In the 
case of mathematics, logic, and the other a priori sciences, including phenome

nology itself, it constitutes the meaning of the being of its objects ( essences, cate
gorial objects) in a rationally motivated way as ideal or abstract and non-mental. 

Evidence in these domains is acquired on the basis of categorial or eidetic intui
tion. This suggests a kind of platonism with its emphasis on non-mental and 

mind-independent ideal objects (in the sense of "mind-independence2" d.iscussed 

in Tieszen, forthcoming), with its rationalism, and its robust sense of objectivity. 

I call this kind of platonism constituted platonism. Constituted platonism is unlike 

tradicional fl!athematical platonism since trad.ítional platonists have not been tran

scendental (phenomenologicaD idealists. Plato certainly did not speak of the con

stitution of the meaning of being by "monads", and he is engaged, by Husserl's 
sights, in naive metaphysics. This is also true of other trad.itional mathematical 

platonists. As we saw above, Husserl says that through transcendental phenome

nology "... the antique conception of Philosophy as the Universal Science, 

Philosophy in the Platonic sense, that shall embrace all k:nowledge, is once more 

justly restored". In bis "London Lectures" (Husser11922, p. 73) he says that 

Phenomenology realizes (thought of as developed) the original and genuine idea 

of logic. For originally (in the Platonic dialectic) logic was to be the science of 

rendering clear the significance, result and legitimacy of possible knowledge and 

was thereby to make possible genuine \\risdom and a universal philosophy. 

Leibniz is not a platonist about mathematical objects or facts but he is a ra

tionalist who is interested in ph.ilosophy as a rational (not empiricaD universal 

science. He is interested in decid.ing mathematical and other problems by human 
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reason, thr?ugh the analysis of concepts, although in his writings on logic he 
tends to think of decidability in a mechanical way. For Leibniz, as for other clas
sical rationalists, concepts of reason, inclucling those oflogic and mathematics, 
are exact and our grasp of such concepts either is or can be made clear and dis
tinct, whereas empirical knowledge lacks, in various degrees, just these features. 

Leibniz holds that the science of possibilities and necessities precedes sciences of 
a~tualities. Leibniz is a monadologist but his monadology is not brought into line 

Wl~ the methods of transcendental phenomenology and in this respect it re
maros, by Husserl's sights, naive. In the quotation from the E119'cfopedia Britatmica 
draft above, however, Husserl says that the systematic development of transcen
dental phenomenology brings to realization the Leibnizian idea of a tmiversal on
tology as the systematic unity of all conceivable a priori science on a foundation 
that overcomes dogmatism and one-sidedness through the use of the transcen

den~ metho_d. Phenomenology is the science of all conceivable beings, taken 
not m the atotude of naive positivity but rather as understood though correlative 
intencional constitution. 

Kant ~s not a monadologist, although his idea of the transcendental unity of 
apperceptlon foreshadows Husserl's transcendental ego. Husserl, as we saw, re
fers to the transcendental ego in its full concreteness as a monad. ~nt like 
Leibniz and Plato, does not put the intentionality of human consciousness ;t the 

center of his philosophy. Kant is also not a platonist about mathematical objects 
or facts, and he mounts a critique of classical rationalism (including Leibniz). For 

~~t~ knowledge is re_stricted to sensory intuition and the two forms of sensory 
mtwuon, space and tune. Kant, unlike Husserl, distinguishes phenomena from 

noumena (which is what Wang call Kant's duaJism in the first passage quoted 
above) and is ab1e to develop the transcendental method far enough to show 
how eiJJpiricaf reafis11J is compatible with transcendental idealism, but in his work 

~~re i~ no ques~on o~ showing how a kind of platonism or mathematicai objec
tlvlsm lS compatible With transcendental idealism. 

Thus, in transcendental phenomenology the transcendental ego in its fuj] 

concre_teness as a n:onad can now be combined with a kind of ( constituted) 
plat?rusm ab~ut logic and mathematics (unlike in Leibniz and Kan~, and with 
the 1dea of universal science (as in Leibniz and Plato) in a way that keeps Kantian 

transcendental method or idealism in broad outlines but extends it to mathemat
ics, logic, and philosophy itself, avoiding Kant's dualism, his restrictions on intui

tion, his critique of ra~onalism and his skepticism about ideal or abstract objects 
(concepts). Elements m the work of Plato, Leibniz, Kant, and Husserl come to

gether in one picture in which the monad (as a concrete transcendental ego), in a 
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community of monads, constitutes the meaning of being of its objects in mathe
matics and logic as ideal or abstract and non-mental and acquires evidence in 
these domains on the basis of categorial intuition or Wesensanafyse. 

One can in principie substitute for «monad" in the singular in this picture the 
plural "monads", or transcendental egos. The consritution of the meaning of be
ing of one objective world, Husserl says, requires the community of monads, a 

single universe of compossible monads. Intersubjectivity and the constitution of 
the meaning of the objective world is held to require a universe of compossible 
("harmonious") monads. Each monad (transcendental ego), to extend the anal
ogy, would presumably be 'windowless' but would mirror all of the others, if 

there is to be constitution of one objective world Of course the issues of inter
subjectivity and of the layers of conscitution involved in the meaning of being of 

the objective world have been analyzed in great detail by Husserl and others in 
the phenomenological movement. 

One caveat that should be entered, as indicated above, is that it is not clear 
how much of Leibniz's original monadology, with all of its attendant ideas, either 
Husserl or Gódel wanted to preserve. We can see that certain elements of 
Leibniz's monadology are at least loosely echoed in Husserl's thinking. Recall also 
that Godel says that he wants something like Leibniz's monadology transformed 
into an exact theory with the help of phenomenology. 

§ 4. Godel's Philosophical Applications of the Incompleteness Theorems 

Ivlany of Gódel's own technical results in logic and mathematics are related to 
the themes we have discussed. In this section I provide a brief overview of sorne 
of the relationships between the ideas discussed above and Gódel's phifosophicaf 
thinking about the incompleteness theorems in particular. In his philosophical 
writing Gódel brings his incompleteness theorems to bear in three main areas: 
Hilbert's program, the issue whether human minds are machines, and Camap's 
early view of mathematics as syntax of language. I discuss ea eh of these in turn. 

On Hilbert: The second incompleteness theorem shows that no formal sys
tem T capable proving elementary arithmetical statements contains the resources 
required to prove the sentence asserting the consistency of T if T is consistent. 
Suppose T is fmitist mathematics, F. F might be, for example, primitive recursive 

arithmetic PRA. This is the mathematics of the mechanical manipulation of con
crete, 'real', finite sign configurations given in sensory intuition (experience), on 

the basis fmite sets of rules, where we do not need to know the meanings (con
tent) of the signs. On the basis of the second incompleteness theorem we know 
that a mathemarical proof of Con(F) will require objects or concepts that are not 
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finitary, not concrete, not gíven in sensory intuition (see, e.g., the opening sec
tions of Godel *193? and Gódel 1972, pp. 271-272). It wiil instead require infini
tary, ideal or abstract objects or concepts. If intuition and not mere conception is 
requ1red for knowledge then the consistency proof will require cccategorialn intui

tion, where we evidently do need to know the meaning (content) of the signs. We 

in fact have consistency proofs for systems such as F. These results can be seen 
as supporting and being supported by Husserl's ideas about the capacity of 'mo
nads' for meaningful thinking about and categorial intuition of ideal ob
jects/concepts. In the 1961 text (Gódel *1961/?) Gódel argues, on the basis of 

his incompleteness theorems, that we cannot retain Hilbert's rationalistic opti
mism about solving clearly formulated mathematical problems if we insist on a 
Hilbertian finitist foundation of mathematics, but that such rationalistic optimism 
is still a possibility if we turn to Husserl's ideas. 

On Minds and Machines: Sorne of Godel's basic claims about minds and ma
chines can be found in the 1964 Postscriptum of Godel1934, Gódel *1951, and 
1972a. In his later thinking the view would evidently be that the human mind 
('monad') cannot be replaced by any Turing lvlachine (TM), whereas such a view 
would be more plausible if the incompleteness theorems and related undecidabil---
ity results had not been proved. Consider the following assertion: The mind is a 
finite combinatoria! mechanism and there are for it no absolutely undecidable 
number-theon!tic questions. The incompleteness theorems refute this assertion if 
we take ccfinite combinatoria! mechanism" to mean TM. Restating the negation 
of the assertion as a disjunction we obtain: "Either there exist infinitely many 
munber-theoretic questions which the human mind is unable to answer or the 
human mind contains an element totally different from a finite combinatoria! 
mechanismn. A disjunction such as this is stated in various places in Gódel's writ-

ing (see especially Gódel *1951). In a note in the Nachlass (cited in van Atten 
2006, p . 257) Gódel says "I conjecture that the second alternative is true and per

haps can be verified by a phenomenological investigation of the processes of rea
soningn. The idea is that the human mind ('monad') must use systematic and fi-
nite but non-mechanical methods for the decision of open problems in number 
theory, based on a grasp of the abstract meanings of the terms involved 

Gódel wants to use phenomenologícal considerations to investigate the de

cidability of (mathematicaD problems posed by human reason. Human reason, 
on this view, is not to be understood in a completelv mechanical manner as 

J ' 

Leibniz and others might have it. Indeed, if human minds, as fmite 'monads', can 
know about mind-independent ideal concepts or objects on the grounds of cate-
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gorial intuition or Wesensamchauung then human minds are no.t (furing) machines, 
even though they might use such forms of intuition systemancally. 

Qn Carnap: Against Carnap's early view of the foundations of mathematics, 
Gódel argues that mathematics cannot be syntax of language (Godel *1953/59). 
The nominalism and conventionalism of Carnap's program is refutable. Carnap 
recognizes two kinds of statements: analytic (tautologies and logical falsehoods) 
and synthetic ( empirical). Statements of mathematics and logic are supposed to 
be true on the basis of linguistic or syntactical conventions (rules) alone. They are 
without content or object. All other statements are about the world and are to be 
considered meaningful or not and accepted or rejected on the grounds of their 
empirical verifiability. Metaphysical statements are, famously, rejected on these 

grounds. 
In order for the syntactical view of mathematics and logic to be correct it is 

required that there be consistency proofs for the sets of syntactical conventions 
(rules), for if the rules are inconsistent then all statements will follow from them, 
including all empírica! statements. The consistency proof, by Carnap's o~ 
sights, would have to be either mathematical or empirical in nature. If a ~onsts
tency proof for the syntactical rules is mathematical then by the second m~om
pleteness theorem it will require resources going beyond the concrete, fuutary, 
and sensory objects needed for the nominalism and conventionalism of ~e syn
tactical program. Hence, we would again be faced with content, meanmg, the 
ideal or abstract, the infinitary, and categorial intuition. And, again, we do have 

such consistency proofs. 
~ 

On the other hand, suppose the consistency 'proof is empirical in nature. In 
this case the claim to consistency is based on the fact that the syntactical conven
tions have thus far (in our use of them) not been found to lead to inconsistency. 
The evidence for consistency is based on past experience, ie., it's inductive evi
dence. This reliance on empirical evidence or empirical facts to maintain syntacti
cal conventionalism about mathematical truths again violates the claim that the 
latter truths should be based solely on syntactical Qinguistic) conventions, come 
what may in the empirical world. Furthermore, the empirical assertions used to 
support the consistency claim in this case would have content, so that content 
will again be requ1red, albeit empirical (as opposed to mathematicaD content. Un
der this altemative mathematical statements completely lose their a priori charac

ter, their character as linguistic conventions, and their alleged lack of content. 
Thus, we can again not hold to strict linguistic conventionalism about mathemat-
. 
tCS. 
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. In s~,. it is not poss.ible without a consistency proof to be a conventional
~t/nominalist ~bout mathematics .in the manner of Carnap's early logical positiv
tsm, -~ut ~at ts needed for the consistency proof, whether it is mathemat.ical or 

empmc_~ ~ nature, ~derm.ines the co~ventional.ism and nominal.ism of the Iogi
cal posttlVtsts. For Godel, the alternaove to Hilbert and Carnap is the kind of 

transcendental phenomenological view we described .in the earlier sections of this 
paper. 

In light of ~e ph~osophical uses to which Godel puts the incompleteness 
theor~ms, we mtght VIe_w the incompleteness theorems themselves as examples 
of philosophy become ngorous science. 

Sa11 José State UniversifY 
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